V. CONCLUSIONS
The most important single questions r¡/e should answer in this study are: first, is
there a dialect of the magic bowl t€xts? Is there any reason at all to heat these texts
as a single unit? hovided that the ansriler to the fust question is positive, the second
question is what is the nature of this dialect or these dialeca?

In other words, how

can we correlate it/them with other A¡amaic dialects of the [,aæ A¡amaic period and,
in general, with any relevant A¡amaic dialect?
Before trying to answer these questions - on the basis of this study - and at the
same time to summarize the findings of this study, I should like to take a quick look
at the basic concept in the discussion, namely 'dialect.' In what sense

-

are the Aramaic dialects represented

in the

-

one may ask

Classical Aramaic corpus

to

be

considered dialects? While the concept 'dialect' generally refe¡s to a rather uniform
type of language in a given geographical area or in a given social, religious, or other

group, differing from other varieties of that language,l in the A¡amaic studies the
concept 'dialect' often indicates linguistic features of a given text or series of texts.
Importantly, we have few if any documents - excluding perhaps very short inscriptions - which are written in such a uniform language generally t)?ical of any living
dialect, a fact which has become evident in the history of A¡amaic studies. Little by

little almost any Axamaic document has been divided - in the course of research into subdialects and these suMialects, perhaps, into subgroups. We know, for instance, that the A¡amaic represented by Ezra differs somewhat from that of Daniel.
Nevertheless, both of them as a whole are called Biblical Aramaic and any feaû¡re
found in them is considered as a Biblical Aramaic fean¡re.2 Now, if the book of
Ezra had not been included in the Biblical colpus, one may ponder in what sense it
would be 'Biblical A¡amaic,' then, or would we, in that case, have another Aramaic
dialect: 'Ezraic Aramaic' as opposed to Biblical Aramaic? Lest there be any mis
understanding, I emphasize that tlre diffe¡ences within Biblical A¡amaic are, of
course, not too sfiking. Yet I wish to note that convention plays a remarkable role
when we discuss A¡amaic dialects.

Perhaps the most significant single reason why most Aramaic documents
contain features from originally different dialects, is the long process of redaction

1
2

Cf. Trask 1996:

tll.

lthas been argued that the documents in Ezra represent Official Aramaic, while the narrative
and Daniel represent SLA. See G¡eenheld 1978: 34-35. Futhe¡more, the
vocalization of Biblical Aramaic - æ also noted in passing in this study - may rellect Easr

in both E¿¡a

Aramaic. See Kutscher 1971b: 403.
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typical of these documents. This is most apparent with regard to the Targumic and
Talmudic texts, which a¡e to a much greater degree heterogenous than, for instance,
Biblical Aramaic texts. BT is, as is well known, frrll of dialectal differences on
various levels. On the one hand, we have standard BTA vers¡,rs the Aramaic of the
'different' dialects, such as Nedarim, Nazir etc., the dialects of which possibly differ
from each other, too. On another level, BT yields official documents of different
types wittr a sort of Aramaic often described as Official Aramaic. Moreover, West
Aramaic features are included, and there are signs of earlier dialects, such as that of
the early Amoraim, infiItraæd into the later taits of standard BTA. Apparently due
to the gradual compilation and redaction process of BT, the different dialect types
often occur side by side in tl¡e same texts. For instance, the featurcs of standard

BTA are well a$ested in Nedarim alongside 'standard Nedaric' features. This fact
makes it especially difficult to comparc BTA with other dialects: one can hardly find
any Aramaic linguistic tait - excluding some peculiarities of Old Aramaic dialects which are not included in the corpus of BT. While the study of ttre different raditions within BTA is only at is beginning,3 a comparison of the bowl texts rvith
these traditions remains problematic for the time being. Often - far too often - one
can only note that such and such a featurc in our texts seems to find parallels, for
ins[ance, in the official documents preserved in BT, but, in the absence of detailed
studies, it is ha¡d to do anything but make off-hand comments in this respect. In the
case of TO, the mixture of different linguistic features may be explained by the fact

that

it

apparently originated

in

Palestine,

but was redacted and ransmitted in

Mesopotamia.

By the standards used for'Aramaic dialects,' there is no doubt that we can call
in tlrc A¡amaic bowl texts the A¡amaic of the bowl texts.
These texts axe as homogenous as nÉny other A¡amaic texts, generally regarded as
Aramaic dialects. At the same time, I am frrlly awa¡e that they yield feanres which
apparently stem from different geographical areas and from different phases of
Aramaic, but the same is true of practically any other JA 'dialect.' It is easy to note
the Aramaic occurring

that our texts have not undergone any process

of

standardization typical

of major

literary languages, such as Classical Arabic and, to a lesser degree, Official Ara¡naic
and Syriac. Yet, they contain a bundle of linguistic features which appear in most
texts, and these features which occur in most of the bowl texts pe¡mit us to Eeat
them as a single unit. As al¡eady noted repeatedly in the course of this study, there
a¡e dialectal differences beween various texts, but, importantly, those æxts which
present linguistic features diverging from the majority, such as N&Sh 13, nevertheless also contain features typical of the majority of our bowls, so to say 'standa¡d
3

We may note, among others, the study of the Yemenite reading tradition and MSS. by
Morag and his students, the study of Nedarim by Rybak, and the investigation of the Aramaic of the carly Amoraim by Eljakim Wajsberg.
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bowl Aramaic' features.4 We cannot demonstrate differences between texts from
various localities, e.g. from Nippur and from elsewhere,s and it should be emphasized ttræ we have practically no possibility of dividing bowl texts into dialect
groups. This is due to several factors: first, most úexts afe short. Hence, each text
typically contains only a handful of dialectal markers that we could exploir This is
further complicaæd by the significant palaeographical problems we face in the study
of these texts. One sometimes cannot help feeling that tlre more striking a¡e the
linguistic elements (possibly) attested in a text, the more significant are the reading
problems. Second, linguistic elements of different types arc generally contained

within the same texts (see below).6

As regards the nature of the A¡amaic of the bowl texts, several concluding
remarks need to be made. First, it is apparent that the featufes present in the bowl
texts are not features of a single dialect (the word dialect used now in the sense it is
normally used in linguistics), but features otherwise familia¡ f¡om different dialects
and phases of A¡amaic are used side by side. Even forms known from Officiat
Aramaic, but otherwise unatûested in Late Aramaic are encounter€d. The bowl æxts
thus leave the impression of being a mixed type of language. Therefore, it is hard to
believe that they reprcs€nt a living dialect of the l¿te A¡amaic period,T but arc to a
considerable extent literary texts. To give but one instance, it is ha¡d to imagine a
living dialect with such a 'collection' of demonstrative pronouns as attested in our
texts (cf.IV.4). Yet, this is not to say that ürcy do not (also) reveal features of the
spoken language of their era, but this is not due to the fact that the scribes wrote
mor€ or less as they spoke, but due to the fact that despite their attempt to write
elevaæd language they could not help including some features

of the popular

language. This was apparently due to deficiencies in their education. Furthermore, in
the era when our texts weÌe produced, there were within Babylonian Jewry several

literary dialects or languages, which were employed according to ttre types of usage
and, more or less, kept separaæ.8 Some of the literary dialects or 'literary crystallizations' probably contained more elements of the actual vemacular than others. I
refer to the standard dialect of BT. It is apparent that this co-existence of 'liærary
crystallizations' within Babylonian Jewry left traces in our texts. Those texts which

4
5
6
7
I

W" will exemplify this below with the aid of a coupte of texts.
Norc that the origin of a great number of texts is unknown.

Thereforc, I find the criticism of Yamauchi by Segal (1970: 610) a iittle unrealistic. Yamauchi allegedly treated the Mandaic incantation texts 'as a single unil' We may assume that
variations in tcxts may be attributed to 'dialectal or other inlluences,' but beyond that it is

diff¡cult to proceed.
Not" that one of the presuppositions of this study is that these texts would reveal features of
the 'Volksprache,' as opposed to søndardized literary compositions such as Targumic and
Talmudic texts.
Cf. the important article by Goshen-Gottstein (1978), especially pp. 174ff.
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contain more standard

BTA elements than the majority followed the literary model

of standa¡d Talmudic idiom, alongside the regular literary model of our texts.
It is of significance - as pointed out repeatedly in the course of this study - that
the bowl texts share many features with official documents embedded in BT, even
though we cannot present any detailed comparisons with them. I believe that our
texts and these documents belong to the basically same literary model. Both of them
follow the model of TO and, in fact, Ofñcial Aramaic, and both of them also reveal
features of standard BTA. The Neda¡im type of Aramaic and Geonic A¡amaic are
also closely allied to same set of 'literary crystallizations.'9 Nevertheless, it should
be emphasized that none of these traditions is identical with any other tradition.
Many of the isoglosses in common with these raditions have been noted and
discussed in this study. Note, however, that, since several of these traditions, such
as Geonic Aramaic and 'non-Babylonian' elements embedded in BT, have not been
the subjectof detailed study, we cannot produce ca¡eful comparisons which would
reveal the exact linguistic profile of each of these traditions in comparison with
others. Moreoveç we are faced with some problems of definition. For instance,
what is actually meant by 'Geonic A¡amaic' is open to further definition.lo For
these reasons, part of my argumentation conceming the relationship betrreen our

I have tied to
make the best use of all the scatte¡ed information regarding these traditions.l I
texts and these caditions is of an impressionistic nature, even though

All in all, the basic nature or, so to say, the linguistic profile of the bowl texts
appears to be consewative, a fact noted by several schola¡s @f. L2.4\. This conservative characær is evident when we comparc our texts with other dialects of the
same period. This comparison demonstrates that the A¡amaic in the bowl texts is
clearly more archaic than sandard BTA and Mandaic. These conservative traits are
evident both in the phonology and morphology of the texts. The typical archaic

features of the magic bowls may be summarized with the aid of the following table:

9

l0
I

I

Furth"t, it is probable that rhe fuamaic of the Early Amoraim - analyzed by Eljakim Wajsberg - has many affinities with the same group of dialeæts. The basic similarity of many of
these traditions was notcd by Hawiainen (1983: llOff.). Yet I do not believe, in contrast
with Harviainen, that the bowl texts ând cognates reflect a living rural dialect as opposed to
an urban dialect represented by standard BTA. Cf. also Kaufman 1974:163.
We known, for instance, that the major Geonic woiix Halaþ,hot Pesuqot abounds in dialectal
differences. Sec Sokoloff 197 I : 235-236.

In each chapter of this study, the forms of the bowl texts are compared with conesponding
forms in other Aramaic dialecs.
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(l)

The vacillation between 'aleph and å¿ to indicate final l-al (see

(2)

Laryngeals and pharyngeals a¡e beüer preserved in the orthography than
in BJA, in general Otr.2).

(3)

The tendency to maintain consonants in final position, e.g. the l- of pronouns and in nominal endings and the t'l- of the 3rd p. fem. sg. perfect

form (III.3;

(4)

ltr.l).

IV.l0.l).

The tendency to mainain word-final vowels in unstressed open syllables

(ur.s).

(5)

The occurrence of conservative and archaic personal pronouns, such as
N:n:ñ, instead of forms of stândard BTA. Note also tlre presenration of
gender distinction in the 2nd p. sg. and pl. (IV.1).

(6)

Many conservative fomts of suffixed pronouns, e.g. '- for the lst p. sg.;
preservation of gender distinction in the 2nd p. sg.; rilì- as the 3rd p.
masc. sg. with pl. nouns; and tll- for the lst. p. pl. (IV.3).
basic set of proximal demonsüatives ( 'l'ìi1 'this' masc. sg.;
'these'). The texts also attest to many other confem. sg.;

(7') An archaic

tlï1

'l')il

servative forms as minority forms (IV.4).

(8)

The regular form

of the independent personal

opposed to the standa¡d BTA

(9)

-lt1

pronoun

is -)'1,

as

(W.5).

Conservative forms of interrogative and indefinite pronouns prevail over
'more developed' variants (fV.7).

(10) The frequent use of the absolute state alongside the regular emphatic state

(rv.8.1).
(1

1) In the masc. pl. absolute state, | - prevails over I - (IV.8.3).

(12) Conservative variants of prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions prevail
over variants in standard BTA, e.g. the obþt ma¡ker ñr is common

(rv.e).
(13) Possible remnants of haf el alongside the regular 'af el (TV.l0).
(14) Conservative endings in the perfect tl- for the 3rd. p. fem. sg.; ñ)- for the
lst. p. p1.; jìll-, with the ñnal'[-, for the 2nd p. masc. pl.; l- for the 3rd p.
for the 3rd. p. fem. pl.; and the type rn'Flltl, resembling the
Aramaic of TO, for the lst p, sg. of tertiae wawlyod verbs.
masc. pl.;

(15)

-'

il-

majorform of the imperfectprcfix instead of ¿l-î'.The final n¡¿¿
is normally presewed in the 2nd p. fem. sg. and in the 2nd and 3rd p. pl.
forms (IV.10.2).
as the

(16) The possible preservation of a specific fem. form for 2nd p. pl. imperatives (IV.10.3).
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(17) Imperative endings with ì- (2nd p. fem. sg.) and ì- (2nd p. pt.) alongside
forms with no ending (fV.10.3).
(18) Conservative elements in participles, including:
(a) the pl. endings J'- (masc.) and
(b) absence of the particle t\p;

j-

(fem);

(c) thepa. participle pattem trcqa{lal (IV.10.4).

(19) The infinitive of the type qallala of derived stems alongside BTA forms

(ry.10.s).
(20) Plurat object suffixes of the rype

lïe)-

(fV.10.7).

These archaic fean¡fes diverge from søndard BTA, and many of them a¡e isoglosses held in common with either To, Neda¡im etc., the A¡amaic of the Geonim,
or with the official documents preserved in BT (or in some cases with all of them).
Nevertheless, the Aramaic of the bowl texts is not totally identical with any of them,
as is evident on the basis of the comparisons made in each chapter of this study. I
emphasize that due to our lack of comprehensive knowledge of these dialects the
exact relationship remains open for further research.

In addition to these features, the magic bowl texts exhibit late or more developed (less conservative) linguistic features which often tally with standa¡d BTA. It
is typical that archaic and more developed traits occur in the very same texts. In tlre
following table, we enumerate the most important single features of a more developed nature:

(1)

tt - is the regular ending

is quite often used for

for final lál;12

lil

n

and

-

what is more important

a medial posirion, too (see

III.I).

-

it

(2)

Indications of weakening in the laryngeals and pharyngeats, though they
are in general well prcserved, at least in the orttrography Gn.2).

(3)

Instances of deletion of 'f - and, exceptionally, of other final consonats, too

(rtr.3).

(4)
(5)

Rather common representation of vocal shwa by yod (Itr.S).

(6)

The use of waw as a counterpart
minority of bowls (m.6).

(7)

Though suffixed pronouns, in general, show conservative üaits, the fol-

Instances of deletion of unstressed vowels in the final position.
majority of cases, however, they are preserved (m.5).

of *l-al. The rrait is

attesæd

In the

only in a

lowing more developed features also occur:

12

The regular use of ñ- for ñl inñnal position is typical of East Aramaic. Note, however, that
TO, too, employs lì- in this function.
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(a) i1'-

as a 3rd p. masc- sg.

form used with masc. pl. nouns (alongside

'ilì-);
(b) the occurrence of the pl. suffixes with the final n¿n elided in some
texts;

(c) confusion of the 2nd p. sg. suffixes used with sg. nouns and the
ones used with pl. nouns, as in BTA and Mandaic;I3 (d) the 3rd p.
masc. pl. suffix'lì- as in Mandaic (IV.3).
(8) The use (word order; no difference between substantival and adjectival
use) of the demonstratives accords with late dialects; frnther, some minority demonstrative forms with affinities with standard BTA appear (IV.4).
(9) Anal¡ical constn¡ctions predominate in genitive expressions as in BTA
(rv.8.2).
(10) In the masc. pl. absolute state, r- appea¡s alongside the more common 'l'(rv.8.3).

(l l) The regular ending for

the masc. pl. emphatic state is -è, as in BTA; in the
fem., the absolute pl. is rarely met with, and in the fem. sg. emphatic staûe,
'h- is found, alongside the regular it/Nn- GV.8; fV.8.3).

(12) Some typically late or more develo@ prepositions, adverbs, and
conjunctions occur (IV.9).
(13) Few instances of 3rd p. masc. pl. perfect forms with the loss of ì- and the
perfect of the type btOp, as in BTA (IV.IO).
(14) The imperfect prefixes I and -þ of the 3rd p. masc. alongside the more
common-1 0V.10.2).
(15) Bowl texts employ both the short and long imperfect

of the verb itìi'l
TO GV.10.2.1).
(16) The
forms for the 2nd p. fem. sg. and 2nd p. pl. with no
endings alongside forms with r- and ì- (N.10.3).
'to be,'

as opposed to

(17) Late forms in participles - alongside consenrarive forms
(a) the pl. forms with '- (masc.) and tl- (fem.);

-

including:

(b) several verba tertiaewawlyodpafiems familiar from BTA;
(c) the occr¡rrence of pa. participles of verba mediae wawlyod with
the prefix -ìn (IV.10.4).
(18) several q/picatly BTA infinitive paüems of derived stems, alongside
qallalã (IV.10.5).

(19) Plural object sufüxes (affxed to verbs) of the type
GV.l0.7).

l3

The trait is common with the 4ere of Biblical Aramaic, too.

ìitf)-

and

l))(r)-
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As has been pointed out tepeatedly, only a few of these laæ or mofe developed
features are majority features in the bowl texts. These include nos. (l); (S); (9) and
(l l).
Further, in some of the cases, the conservative and more developed feaû¡res arc
practically equally well represented in our texts. Such cases are nos. (16); (17); (lS);
and (19).

Most of the more developed features accord with standard BTA or, at least,
with some subdialects within BJA. Moreover, several of them are shared with
Mandaic, too. At least, the following traits accord with standard BTA: (l); (2); (3\;
(4);r4(5);(7);(8);(9);(10); (11); (12); (13); (ta); (15); (16); (17); (lB); and (19).
The use of yod as a counterpart of shwa is attested here and there within branches of
late Aramaic, including some representatives of BJA and Mandaic in particular,
whereas the use of waw as a counterpart of *làlis - as far as I know - without
parallels in Aramaic. These two traits are apparently indicative of spoken Aramaic
features unintentionally introduced into our texts.

Even though many of the conservative features tally with TO, the appeafi¡nce
of the late feaores alongside the conservative ones clearly implies that our texts ¿¡re
BJA æxts of the l¡re Aramaic period, which, nevertheless, include a remarkably

greatnumbrof conservativelinguisticelements.Thefactthatthe bowl texts accord
in many syntactic features (cf. above) with Late Aramaic and BTA in particular
suggests that the use of conservative elements is of a non-native chracter: the scribes

included conservative features of, 'Hocharamöisch,' but could not use them in a
syntactically correct form. One may note here - in passing - that they also included
elements of Biblical Hebrew, but could not spell Hebrew words correctly. The use
of (or attempt to use) both the TO type of A¡amaic (or even the Official Aramaic
type of Aramaic) and Biblical Hebrew may probably be explained by the high
prestige of these dialects.
As noted, the conservative and late linguistic featu¡es generally appear
intermingled in the same texts. The occurrence of consen'ative and late featu¡es side
by side is likely to be explained by a model according to which the conservative
elements represent imitation of literary A¡amaic tr¿dition with affinities to TO,
whereas the late features may be understood as sigls of influence from the spoken
dialects of the era. Further, one may assume ürat tlre BTA type of A¡amaic was
already in the process of development into a literary dialect.l5 This 'competition'
between literary models may have had its effect on our texts. This fact may explain
the frequent

infiltation of late features into our texts. Were these features under-

stood as totally non-literal, the scribes would possibly not have incorporated them
l4
¡5

This trait is more common in our texts than in other BJA documenrs,
Note that our texts were contemporay with BT.
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of Official A¡amaic. But in a situation where
there were two compelling literary models,l6 the co-existence of conservative and
late features is only natural. And, in fact, the same co-existence of a¡chaic and late
alongside features of TO and even

elements is to varying degrees typical of any BJA document.

Finally,

I

should like to exemplify this co-existence of conservative and late

features in the same texts with the aid of a couple of examples:

N&sh 13 is an extensive bowl text with an excepionally large number of
features in common with standard BTA. It yields, for instance, the following more
developed or late features:

(l

)

The tendency to drop final consonantal elements, especiatly finat 1-. t z
Íad is used to indicate sl¡wa.

(2,
(3) Waw øs a counterpart of *ïal.
(4) Final unstressed /ä/ is frequently dropped in 3rd p. pl. perfect endings.
(5) The use of the 3rd masc. sg. suffix il'- also with masc. pl. nouns,

i]rll
(6)
(7\
(8)
(9)

i.e.

for'i]üf,.

rñ- for the fem. sg. emphatic state.
The prepositions -Dp (for

-nlp

),

nìf,f

The 3rd masc. pl. perfect of the type
The preposition

-) is prefened

(10) Pl. object suffixes of the type

'between,' and

r).

þþP.

to indicate the direct object, as in BTA.I8

ìiïC)-

and

Þ)(')-.le

As may be noted, most of these features are sha¡ed by standard BTA (cf. above).
However, the bowl also exhibits many features which deviate from BTA, but
which it has in common with the majority of magic bowls. These features include
for instance: (l) tlre 3rd p. masc. imperfect prefix ')'20 (2) many conservative
prepositions and paficles, such as !1ì1'tfl, þ9, and n'. (3) the demonshative
pronoun ñIil.

l6

t7
IE

Le. the 'Targumic' model, which, in fact, was based on Official Aramaic (as is evident in the
light of Abraham Tal's study of TJ, see Tal 1975: 2l3ff.), and the 'Talmudic' rnodel, which
was developed in the study of the Law.

(for]'llng in line 20) ¡¡¿ r¡r¡ 1¡6¡ þrt': in line 19).
E.g. 'ø"lnl 'nb'ñ) lnb: ln 'they all covered the gods of
E.g. 'ñÞ3

t¡lto'ø5

sorce¡ers'

(line 15); lìfn

'they broke ùeir trumpets' (16). Nore that this trait is not 'late' in the sense that it
already occurs in Official Aramaic. Yet it is 'laæ' in the sense that it cleady prevails over fì'
in the East Aramaic dialects of the Late Aramaic period. See IV.9. and IV.10.6.

t9
20

E.g.'li1:11ø.

-l

and

-)

are unattested.
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Another sample text analyzed here is

AI1 26.2t it yields the following

late

fraits:

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Æ/ in medial position is occasionally mrtced with'aleph
Yod as a counterpart of vocal shwa (e.9.

gnñuìn).

ìOr:)nrñ).

Only -) as the imperfect preñx of the 3rd p. masc. (e.g
3rd p. masc. pl. perfecr of the type Þìop (mnl ).22
The suffix'Jr- used with a sg. noun ${!ìtl ll!ËÐ

ïñtDrt).

'ìn Jtnø:).

Yet, the following consen'ative traits arc present, too:
(1) The demonstrative pronoun 'l'Ti1.

(2) The preposition)9.

l- (ì{¿'f)nì$).
(4) 3rd p. fem. pl. perfect of the tlpe qa¡alä Fþb¡).
(5) The object suffrx -ínnûn (llltÞnÐrn $iit).
(3) 3rd p. masc. pl. perfect with the ñnal

In addition, of imporance is the demonstrative pronoun 'J'Âì, which is problematic, since it may be classified as either a conservative or a laûe baiü if we read 'f '1,
the form is without doubt a conseryative elemen! but if we rcad '.[ll, the wcw as a
counterpart of

*fal is a laþ Eail while, by contrast,

the basic prcnoun is definitely
consewative. In general, this bowl, too, yields morc laûe elements than the maþrity
of bowl texts.

2t

The reading

22

One could read

ofAlT
n'n:

28 is heavily based on the emendations by Epstein (1921: 55-56),
as well.

